**NOTES**

1. CAST ALUMINUM FINIAL
2. CAST ALUMINUM SQUARE ROOF SECURES TO CAGE WITH TWO 8-32 BLACK OXIDE BRASS THUMBSCREWS. TO RELAMP, REMOVE THUMBSCREWS.
3. 11 ⅛ SQUARE (4) OPAL ACRYLIC (OA) CAGE PANELS SECURED WITH CLIPS AND SCREWS. OTHER PANELS AVAILABLE - CONTACT FACTORY.
4. CAST ALUMINUM SQUARE CAGE
5. PAINTED ALUMINUM SLEEVE
6. CAST ALUMINUM POST FITTER SLIPS OVER 3" DIA. POST OR TENON. POST MUST BE ORDERED SEPARATELY.
7. THREE ⅝ - 20 S.ST'L. SET SCREWS SECURE LANTERN TO POST OR TENON.
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